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Abstract
The notion of interaction antieigenvalue, which I mentioned over thirty years ago but which to
date has not been elaborated, will be briefly elaborated here. New bounds will be obtained from it.
 2004 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
In the early days of antieigenvalue theory, I mentioned [9, p. 116, last paragraph] “such
complementary inequalities may be regarded as concerned with finding the interaction
cosine [1] between vectors or operators, and µ1(A;B) (the definition is obvious) as gen-
erated by an “interaction antieigenvector.” This was a vague statement, the cited paper [1]
was never written, there was a typo “interaction eigenvector” rather than the word interac-
tion antieigenvector intended in the (therefore corrected here) quote. To date I have never
elaborated what I had in mind. The goal of this paper is to present briefly what I had in
mind, and some interesting new consequences. Hopefully further development will ensue.
Recall that for a densely defined strictly accretive operator A in a Banach space, I orig-
inally [4–9] defined the first antieigenvalue µ1(A) as
µ1(A) ≡ cosφ(A) = inf
0 =x∈D(A)Re
[Ax,x]
‖Ax‖‖x‖ . (1.1)
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a Hilbert space, that is, ReA is positive definite, and also for simplicity let us assume the
infimum in (1.1) is attained. Then the minimizing vectors x were called the corresponding
first antieigenvectors. For A a symmetric positive definite finite dimensional n × n matrix,
we know that
µ1 ≡ cosφ(A) = 2
√
λ1λn
λ1 + λn (1.2)
with two corresponding (normalized) antieigenvectors
x± = ±
(
λn
λ1 + λn
)1/2
x1 +
(
λ1
λ1 + λn
)1/2
xn, (1.3)
where λ1 and λn are the smallest and largest eigenvalues of A and where x1 and xn are the
corresponding (normalized) eigenvectors. Also then one has the other trigonometric entity
ν1 ≡ sinφ(A) = λn − λ1
λn + λ1 = inf>0 ‖A − I‖. (1.4)
The important result [5] that ν1 is sinφ(A), where the operator maximum turning an-
gle φ(A) is defined by cosφ(A) in (1.1), was essential in providing a resulting operator
trigonometry for A. For infinite dimensional SPD operators A the same formulas (1.2) and
(1.4) hold but with the sharp upper and lower bounds for A, namely, 0 < mAM ,
cosφ(A) = 2m
1/2M1/2
M + m , sinφ(A) =
M − m
M + m. (1.5)
In the early papers the notation was just cosA and sinA but to avoid confusion with
like-named entities in A’s functional calculus, it is better in more recent papers to reserve
cosφ(A) and sinφ(A) for the antieigenvalue theory. Further details and further literature
citations for the antieigenvalue theory and the operator trigonometry may be found in the
books [11,18], the reviews [10,14], and the recent papers [13,15,20].
In Section 2 I make precise and correct what I had in mind when I mentioned in [9]
the notion of interaction antieigenvalue and corresponding interaction antieigenvectors.
In Section 3 I show how this concept provides a new result which improves the noted
complementary inequality of Greub and Rheinboldt [3]. In Section 4 I address Strang’s
Jordan product lower bound [23] and give it a new completely trigonometric interpretation
and analysis. A related Stampfli [22] derivation-based lower bound is given a similar new
trigonometric interpretation and analysis in Section 5.
2. Interaction antieigenvalues
What I had in mind in my statement in [9] was the following. Within the context men-
tioned there of complementary inequalities (e.g., [1,3], see the next section), one could
look at 〈Ax,Bx〉 in a number of ways, but I was thinking of 〈Ax,Bx〉 = 〈AB−1y, y〉 for
invertible operators B and where Bx = y . The intuition was that of scattering theory, e.g.,
see [19] or specifically [12, p. 237], where a scattering operator S = W∗+W− performs an
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direction, then A brings you forward in another direction. I was thinking in terms of the
resulting maximum “interaction” turning angle.
Therefore, to be precise now, and for simplicity let A and B be SPD operators on a
Hilbert space, we may define the interaction antieigenvalue ≡ the interaction cosine as
µ1(A;B) ≡ µ1(AB−1) = inf
y =0 Re
〈AB−1y, y〉
‖AB−1y‖‖y‖ . (2.1)
Note that (2.1) is consistent with my original definition of antieigenvalue (1.1). The corre-
sponding maximal turning angle is just φ(AB−1) from (1.1). As the operator trigonometry
originated [4,5] from issues about positive operator products BA, here it is the same:
AB−1. So, many of the earlier considerations should immediately pertain to discuss an
“interaction antieigenvalue” as in (2.1). However, the viewpoint should be different: one
should go back with B−1, then forward with A.
In the remainder of this section I would like to clarify this view, with several observa-
tions.
First, clearly we may define µ1(A;B) equivalently by
µ1(A;B) = inf
x =0 Re
〈Ax,Bx〉
‖Ax‖‖Bx‖ . (2.2)
However, then the minimizing x are not really antieigenvectors. It is the y = B−1x which
become the corresponding antieigenvectors. So the connection [9] of antieigenvalue to
complementary inequality does not carry over to antieigenvectors until one maps back-
ward by B−1. Stated another way, (2.2) naturally connotes a subangle of an angle between
subspaces (e.g., see [19]), which is not the intuition of my antieigenvalue theory. This dis-
tinction between the antieigenvalue theory and the subspace angle theory was elaborated
in the review [10].
Second, the eigenvectors from which one may hope to construct the antieigenvectors,
analogous to (1.3), would be those from the eigenvalues of
AB−1y = λy, equivalently Ax = λBx. (2.3)
In as much as AB−1 is SPD iff A and B commute, one thinks of two cases: (i) A and
B commute, (ii) they do not commute. The operator trigonometry is more interesting in
the latter case because it gives results not otherwise obtainable, e.g., see the recent dis-
cussion in [15]. On the other hand the easier case (i) affords more theory and results. To
that end, one can convert the case (ii) to case (i) as follows. It is easily seen that a prod-
uct BA of SPD operators A and B is always SPD if one equips the Hilbert space with
either the A or B−1 inner products 〈x, y〉A = 〈Ax,y〉 or 〈x, y〉B−1 = 〈B−1x, y〉. Thus in
our situation (2.3) one may obtain SPD operator AB−1 by using either the B−1 or A−1,
respectively, inner products. In the former 〈B−1AB−1y, y〉 = 〈AB−1y,B−1y〉 and in the
latter 〈A−1AB−1y, y〉 = 〈B−1y, y〉. So in this way one may obtain the (real) eigenvalues
λ1 and λn and corresponding eigenvectors x1 and xn for the interaction antieigenvalue the-
ory even in the noncommuting case (ii) for AB−1. More generally, the full set {C} of SPD
operators for which a product BA will be SPD in the C inner product has been recently
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application here) CAB−1 = B−1AC.
Third, for general operators A and (invertible) B we have the result of Williams [25],
see also [18] for related results, that the spectrum σ(AB−1) is contained in the quotient set
W(A)/W(B) of numerical ranges. In principle one could develop a theory of interaction
antieigenvalues for that general situation, one could treat total interaction and imaginary
interaction antieigenvalues as in the earlier antieigenvalue theory. However we do not pur-
sue such here. Also obviously one can reformulate (2.3) in many equivalent ways, for
example, as BA−1z = λ−1z, where y = Bx = Az. One can multiply by dual operators to
create B∗Ax = λB∗Bx which has SPD right-hand side whether B was SPD or not. The
relation (2.2) is symmetric in A and B , which permits other variations, none of which we
pursue here.
Returning to the case of A and B SPD matrices, we emphasize that by using any of the
{C} inner products we may guarantee that AB−1 is SPD in those Hilbert spaces, hence
λ1(AB−1) and λn(AB−1) determine the interaction antieigenvalue µ1(AB−1) and the op-
erator maximal turning angle φ(AB−1) according to (1.2) and (1.4), no matter which C
inner product we chose. If one can also find the corresponding eigenvectors x1 and xn for
AB−1, then one has the corresponding interaction antieigenvectors, from (1.3).
Remark 2.1. In the concurrent paper [21], the author calls µ1(A;B) defined by (2.2) the
“joint antieigenvalue” for A and B . Perhaps that is okay, but in my opinion one cannot then
properly call the minimizing vector x a “joint antieigenvector.” As I have shown above, it is
y = B−1x which is the appropriate corresponding antieigenvector. This is why I advocate
the terms interaction antieigenvalue and corresponding interaction antieigenvectors.
Remark 2.2. I carelessly mentioned the term “interaction cosine” in [17, Remark 5.3] but
if one looks carefully at the context there, one sees that both that context and concept is
different from that of interaction antieigenvalue which I am developing here.
3. The Greub–Rheinboldt complementary inequality
The “complementary inequalities” referred to in [9] were developed in the 1960s by a
number of authors. The basic idea, in operator theoretic terms, was (see, e.g., Diaz and
Metcalf [1] and citations therein) to start with a pair of operators A and B and the Schwarz
inequality∣∣〈Ax,Bx〉∣∣2  〈Ax,Ax〉〈Bx,Bx〉. (3.1)
This bounds |〈Ax,Bx〉|2 above in terms of ‖Ax‖2 and ‖Bx‖2. The complementary in-
equality issue was to find conditions which would give lower bounds for |〈Ax,Bx〉|2 in
terms of ‖Ax‖2 and ‖Bx‖2. One important and early example is the Greub–Rheinboldt [3]
inequality
〈Ax,Ax〉〈Bx,Bx〉 (M1M2 + m1m2)
2
〈Ax,Bx〉2. (3.2)4m1m2M1M2
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a Hilbert space, with upper and lower bounds Mi and mi , i = 1,2, respectively, and that
moreover A and B commute.
Using the viewpoint of interaction antieigenvalues, we may sharpen the Greub–
Rheinboldt inequality (3.2) to obtain the following new result.
Theorem 1. Let A and B be commuting SPD operators on a Hilbert space. Then the
Greub–Rheinboldt complementary inequality is improved to
〈Ax,Ax〉〈Bx,Bx〉 (M(AB
−1) + m(AB−1))2
4m(AB−1)M(AB−1)
〈Ax,Bx〉2. (3.3)
Proof. From the interaction antieigenvalue theory of Sections 1 and 2 above we know that
µ21(AB
−1) = 4m(AB
−1)M(AB−1)
(M(AB−1) + m(AB−1))2 = infy =0
〈AB−1y, y〉2
‖AB−1y‖2‖y‖2 (3.4)
and this is sharp. However, the Greub–Rheinboldt inequality is also sometimes sharp. Thus
to show the definite improvement, we need to show that always
4mAmBMAMB
(MAMB + mAmB)2 
4m(AB−1)M(AB−1)
(M(AB−1) + m(AB−1))2 . (3.5)
For that, we note that
mA
MB
m(AB−1)M(AB−1) MA
mB
. (3.6)
The upper bound follows from, letting ‖y‖ = 1,
〈AB−1y, y〉 = 〈B−1A1/2y,A1/2y〉MB−1〈Ay,y〉MA/mB. (3.7)
This bound holds true even if A and B do not commute, since 〈AB−1y, y〉 ‖AB−1y‖
MAm
−1
B . The lower bound follows as in (3.7),
mA/MB mB−1〈Ay,y〉 〈AB−1y, y〉. (3.8)
Now we let T be a SPD operator with lower bound m(T ) = mAMB−1 and upper bound
M(T ) = MAm−1B . Then by (1.5) the left-hand side of (3.5) is exactly cos2 φ(T ). To show
(3.5) we need cos2 φ(AB−1) to be larger than cos2 φ(T ). That will follow if the operator
turning angle φ(AB−1)  φ(T ). To show the latter, it is sufficient that sinφ(AB−1) 
sinφ(T ). By (1.5) we have
sinφ(AB−1) = M(AB
−1) − m(AB−1)
M(AB−1) + m(AB−1) =
κ(AB−1) − 1
κ(AB−1) + 1 (3.9)
and
sinφ(T ) = MAm
−1
B − mAM−1B
MAm
−1
B + mAM−1B
= κAκB − 1
κAκB + 1 , (3.10)
where κ(T ) denotes the condition number MT /mT for any SPD operator T . Let f (t) =
(t − 1)/(t + 1) for t  1. This function is strictly increasing from 0 to 1 as t increases.
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which 1/m(AB−1)MB/mA and M(AB−1)MA/mB . 
It should be mentioned that the amount of improvement of the interaction antieigen-
value bound over the Greub–Rheinboldt bound may be gauged by, and will depend upon,
the difference between κAκB and κ(AB−1), which will determine via f (t) the differences
between sinφ(T ) and sinφ(AB−1) in (3.9), (3.10), hence the difference between the op-
erator angles φ(T ) and φ(AB−1), hence the difference between their cosines, thus the
difference between the bounds.
4. The Strang Jordan product bound
In the 1960s it was customary to publish one’s results in preliminary fashion in abstracts
like those listed in [4], where I put early preliminary results for the antieigenvalue theory.
In particular, shortly after I posted [4], Gil Strang wrote a short one page letter [24] to
me in which he mentioned his paper [23] and stated “It would seem that your condition is
an equivalent but much neater solution for the specific case AB + BA  0.” As a young
starting mathematician, of course I appreciated this reinforcement of my result [4]. But I
simply filed Strang’s letter [24] and cited his paper [23] in [6]. In this section I want to
return to his interesting bound [23], his letter [24] and the connection to my theory that he
pointed out, and then I will completely “trigonometrize” Strang’s bound.
My result [4] was: for 0 < m  A  M , 0 < n  B  N (here I am using Strang’s
notation rather than mine in [4]), then
M − m
M + m 
n
N
(4.1)
guarantees ReBA 0. Strang’s result [23] was his general lower bound for m AM ,
n B N ,
ReAB  16MNmn − (M − m)
2(N − n)2
8(M + m)(N + n) . (4.2)
Restricting attention to m = n = 0 and the issue of ReAB  0, Strang’s argument (verba-
tim [24]) “Setting α = m/M and β = n/N , E5  0 means (∗) 16 
( 1
α
− α)2( 1
β
− β)2.
But equality holds when β = 1−α1+α and the right side of (∗) is decreasing as β increases, so
(∗) is equivalent to (∗∗) 1−α1+α  β which is the condition in your abstract.”
Two caveats now set the discussion for the rest of this section. First, if you do his
calculation, you will see that (∗) actually is equivalent to (∗∗) 1−α1/21+α1/2  β1/2. Thus the
result is that ReA1/2B1/2  0. But that matters not, as the comparison Strang drew for
me is correct. Second, my preliminary result (4.1) is not sharp. Later (see the later NAMS
abstracts I also listed in [4]) I improved it to ReAB  0 if
M − m  2n
1/2N1/2 (4.3)M + m N + n
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sinφ(A) cosφ(B). (4.4)
The following new result shows that nonetheless, Strang’s bound (4.2) is as sharp as my
trigonometric criteria (4.4).
Theorem 2. Let 0 < m  A M , 0 < n  B  N . Then Strang’s Jordan product lower
bound (4.2) may be expressed completely in trigonometric terms as
16MNmn − (M − m)2(N − n)2
8(M + m)(N + n) =
cos2 φ(B) − sin2 φ(A)
2m(A)m(B)
, (4.5)
where m(A) = 2/(M + m), likewise m(B).
Proof. We remark that m is the minimizing value in (1.4), hence it is of essential trigono-
metric nature. To prove (4.5), we rewrite the Strang bound as
2MmNn
(M + m)(N + n) −
1
8
(
M − m
M + m
)2(
N − n
N + n
)2
(M + m)(N + n)
= 1
2
cosφ(A) cosφ(B)M1/2m1/2N1/2n1/2
− 1
8
sin2 φ(A) sin2 φ(B)(M + m)(N + n)
= 1
2
cos2 φ(A) cos2 φ(B)
(M + m)
2
(N + n)
2
− 1
2
sin2 φ(A) sin2 φ(B)
(M + m)
2
(N + n)
2
= [cos2 φ(A) cos2 φ(B) − sin2 φ(A) sin2 φ(B)]/2m(A)m(B) (4.6)
which gives (4.5). We also note for possible use later the equivalent trigonometric expres-
sions for the [·] factor in (4.5), namely,
[·] = 1 − sin2 φ(A) − sin2 φ(B)
= cos(φ(A) + φ(B)) · cos(φ(A) − φ(B)).  (4.7)
Next we turn to a use of Strang’s bound in its new trigonometric form of Theorem 2,
for interaction antieigenvalue considerations. For Re〈AB−1y, y〉, and ‖y‖ = 1, from The-
orem 2 we have
Re〈AB−1y, y〉 1
Nn
· cos
2 φ(B) − sin2 φ(B)
2m(A)m(B)
. (4.8)
Recall that the operator trigonometric angles have the property that φ(B) = φ(B−1). Also
recall as mentioned in the previous section in connection with (3.6) that ‖AB−1y‖M/n
even when A and B do not commute as is the case in the present section. Thus from that
and (4.8) we have shown
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µ1(A;B) 1
MN
· cos
2 φ(B) − sin2 φ(B)
2m(A)m(B)
. (4.9)
Proof. The above discussion plus noting that
1
‖AB−1‖ ·
1
Nn
 n
M
· 1
Nn
= 1
MN
.  (4.10)
See [2] for some generalizations of Strang’s bound to some nonselfadjoint operators.
5. Stampfli’s derivation-based bound
Independent of my antieigenvalue-based bounds [4–8] and Strang’s Jordan product-
based bound [23], Stampfli [22] obtained an analogous bound in his treatment of deriva-
tions. Recall that an arbitrary operator AB product of two selfadjoint operators on a Hilbert
space may be written AB = ReAB + i ImAB ≡ (AB + BA)/2 + i(AB − BA)/2i . I was
concerned with when ReAB ≡ ReBA would be positive. Strang was concerned with a
lower bound for the spectrum σ(AB + BA). Stampfli was concerned with a norm bound
for AB − BA. But he also proved [22, Proposition 1] that for 0 A I , 0 B  I , one
has ReAB  −1/8. Plugging m = n = 0 and M = N = 1 into Strang’s bound (4.2) we
see that it produces the same result. However, more generally, Stampfli asserted that (I use
Strang’s notation rather than Stampfli’s here) if 0mAM and 0 n B N then
ReAB mn − (M − m)(N − n)
8
. (5.1)
In this section I want to compare my antieigenvalue-based bounds, Strang’s bound, and
Stampfli’s bound (5.1).
First let us prove (5.1), Stampfli having not done so, asserting it to be obvious. We do
this so as to be better prepared to compare the various bounds. Although I do not know his
proof, here is a short one. Translate and scale mAM to 0A 1. Likewise B . Then
employ the previous result for 0A, B  1. These steps mean
−1
8
 Re (A − m)
M − m
(B − n)
N − n =
Re AB − mB − nA + mnI
(M − n)(N − n) (5.2)
from which
Re(AB)− (M − n)(N − n)
8
+ mB + nA − mn
− (M − n)(N − n)
8
+ mn. (5.3)
This proof is short and the resulting bound is simpler than Strang’s.
Which is sharper? Let us write (4.2) as
ReAB  2MN · mn − (M − m)(N − n) · (M − n)(N − n) (5.4)
(M + m)(N + n) (M + m)(N + n) 8
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between 2mn and mn/2 whereas the second term is bounded between 0 and −(M − n)×
(N − n)/8. These rough bounds countervail each other. However we may conclude from
these separate term bounds that
Strang lower bound Stampfli lower bound − mn
2
. (5.5)
To effect another comparison, let us assume 0 < m < M and 0 < n < N . If we suspect the
Strang lower bound to be better, then we would wish to show, or wonder when,
16MNmn − (M − m)2(N − n)2
8(M + m)(N + n)
 [8mn− (M − m)(N − n)]
8(M + m)(N + n) (M + m)(N + n), (5.6)
i.e.,
8mn
[
2MN − (M + m)(N + n)]
 (M − m)(N − n)[(M − m)(N − n) − (M + m)(N + n)], (5.7)
i.e.,
4mn
(M − m)(N − n)
[
MN − (Mn + Nm + mn)]−(mN + nM). (5.8)
Whenever the second factor [·] is nonnegative, this is certainly the case. For example for
M = N = 1 and n and m smaller than 1/3 the relation (5.6) holds strictly.
Can we express the Stampfli lower bound entirely or almost entirely trigonometrically?
Theorem 4. Let 0 < m  A M , 0  n  B  N . Then the Stampfli lower bound (5.1)
may be expressed in trigonometric terms as
mn − (M − m)(N − n)
8
=
2m1/2n1/2
M1/2N1/2
cosφ(A) cosφ(B) − sinφ(A) sinφ(B)
2m(A)m(B)
. (5.9)
Proof. Analogous to the above and the proof of Theorem 2, we may write the Stampfli
bound (5.1) as
1
8
[
8mn − sinφ(A) sinφ(B)(M + m)(N + n)]
= 1
2m(A)m(B)
[
2m1/2M1/2
(M + m) ·
2n1/2N1/2
(N + n) ·
2m1/2n1/2
M1/2N1/2
− sinφ(A) sinφ(B)
]
(5.10)
which is (5.9).
It is not an overly agreeable expression. However, it will permit a trigonometric compar-
ison of (5.9) to the Strang lower bound. Let us assume 2m1/2n1/2/M1/2N1/2  1. Then the
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is also cos(φ(A)+ φ(B)). We also noted in (4.7) that the Strang bound numerator may be
written cos(φ(A)+φ(B)) cos(φ(A)−φ(B)). Assuming the operator angles are not large,
specifically, that φ(A) + φ(B) < π/2, then the ratio of the two bounds is
Stampfli lower bound
Strang lower bound
 cos(φA + φB)
cos(φA + φB) cos(φA − φB)  1. (5.11)
Note that for this situation and N = M = 1 we must have both m and n relatively large and
φA = φB . For example one may take m = 1/2 and n > 1/2.
A further way to make simple albeit limited comparisons is to just scale to M = N = 1,
set m = 1/2, and ask how small n may go to still leave ReAB  0. In this situation the
Stampfli lower bound provides
mn − (1 − m)(1 − n)
8
= 9
2
n − 1
2
(5.12)
from which n 0.11111. The Strang lower bound provides
16mn− (1 − m)2(1 − n)2
8(1 + m)(1 + n) =
34n− n2 − 1
48(n+ 1) (5.13)
from which for ReAB  0 we need (from the quadratic numerator) that n 0.02943725.
If we look directly at the early [4] antieigenvalue operator trigonometric criteria
sinφ(B) = 1 − n
1 + n  cosφ(A) =
2(1/2)1/2
1 + (1/2) = 0.94280904 (5.14)
one also finds n 0.02943725. 
Finally, in a manner like that of Corollary 3, we may obtain a lower bound for the inter-
action antieigenvalue. We express it here both in Stampfli bound form and in the operator
trigonometry form thereof. As usual when dealing with the operator trigonometry we as-
sume 0 < m A M , 0 < n  B  N . The operator trigonometry is less natural for the
Stampfli criteria so we abbreviate its result in the following
Corollary 5. The interaction antieigenvalue has lower bound
µ1(A;B) 1
MN
(R.H.S. of (5.9)) = 1
MN
[
mn − (M − m)(N − n)
8
]
. (5.15)
Proof. As in the proof of Corollary 3, the lower bound for Re〈AB−1y, y〉 is just that for
Re〈ABx,x〉 multiplied by (1/Nn) by use of the fact that φ(B) = φ(B−1) in the operator
trigonometry, and then the denominator ‖AB−1y‖ causes the replacement of the factor
(1/Nn) by 1/MN . This gives the trigonometric R.H.S. of (5.15). The second expression
in (5.15) is seen directly from (5.1), from which
Re(AB−1) m
N
− (M − m)(N − n)
8nN
= 1
Nn
[
mn − (M − m)(N − n)
8
]
, (5.16)
and (4.10), from which the factor (1/Nn) in (5.16) is replaced by the factor (1/MN),
yielding (5.15). 
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The concept of interaction antieigenvector, stated only vaguely in [9], has been made
precise and correct within the author’s theory of operator trigonometry. Using this view-
point, a new and sharper form of the Greub–Rheinboldt complementary inequality has been
obtained. Strang’s Jordan product lower bound has been given a new operator trigonometric
formulation and has been shown to be sharp and natural within the operator trigonometry.
Stampfli’s lower bound for ReAB has been analyzed and compared to that of Strang and
that of the operator trigonometry. New lower bounds for the interaction antieigenvalue have
been obtained.
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